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Recreational craft owners opinions in relation to end-of-life recreational craft 
matters 

The information gathered in the following section reflects the information 
gathered from recreational craft owners mainly from France, Italy, Spain, Turkey 
and United Kingdom by means of the questionnaires, the national workshops, 
bilateral interviews in marinas and other inputs received by recreational craft 
owners. 

 

# identify and understand the key problem areas in order to 
develop effective and applicable training 

# 34 questions 
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# GENERAL CONTEXT 
• How to engage RC owners in the RC dismantling processes 

•  End-of-life options for recreational craft (diagram) – including information on the possible exisitng treatments and options. 
• Information on the Dismantler’s map 

• Relevant agents and stakeholders 
 

# MARINAS 
• The role of marinas in relation to end-of-life RC  

• How to identify potential abandonment/beyond operational life signs in marinas. 
• Legal options for Marinas dealing with abandoned/end of life RC 

 
# REPAIR & REFIT COMPANIES 

The role of repair & refit companies in relation to end-of-life RC  
• How to identify potential abandonment/beyond operational life signs in R&R companies. 

• Legal options for R&R companies dealing with abandoned/end of life RC 
 

 # ASSOCIATIONS 
• Role of regional and national nautical associations in relation to end-of-life RC.  

 
# BOATING SCHOOLS 

• The role of boating schools and skipper/seaman training centres in relation to end-of-life RC 
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 8 main questions about the RC end of life 

 

# What is RC dismantling? 

# Why to dismantle yours RC ? 

#  How much is the dismantling of RC ? 

#  Who pays for the dismantling of RC ? 

# To whom should we entrust his RC end of life ? 

# How to find a dismantler? 

# Why to entrust your RC to a specialized 
company? 

# What happens with composite after the 
dismantling of the RC? 

 

 

# 3 - FAQ RC End of Life  



When pleasure boats in Europe reach end 
of their useful life  

Abandoned boats might leak or spill solid 
and liquid waste, such as hydrocarbon or oil 
and this way harm the marine environment. 
They also take up valuable space in marinas 
and might cause danger (e.g. fire risk) to 
other boats moored nearby, not to mention 
the negative visual impact for marina users, 
visitors and tourists.  

#1 - What to do then? 

#2 - Where to do it? 

# 4 - Boat DIGEST RC owners poster 



 

Supporting this end of life suitable contributes to the preservation of the 
marine environment. Abandon a RC is not a solution. There are solutions 

to treat this issue. 

 

1. End-of life RC problem at EU level 

2. Different options and advantages for the owner with his RC 

3. Dismantling process 

4. Impacts of abandoned RC (economic, social and environmental impacts) 

5. Responsibility of the RC owner with the end of life 

 

# 5 – Awareness module for RC owners 


